
Death by Medicine – Truth About Pharma
Drugs, by Gary Null

I first posted this article about drugs and medicine in 2015, but when I came
across it the other day, I saw the video was no longer available. I found
another copy of the video on YouTube and so I’m re-posting it today.

If the video is not visible on your phone, you can open it by clicking on
this link.

Transcription.

(Each paragraph is a different person talking.)

What do we need? Health care! When do we need it? Now!

We are really in a dire situation. Republican or Democrat, it steams along.
This government is dominated by the pharmaceutical industry. And if it wants
a drug approved, it will get it, regardless of the consequences to the
American people.

When 50% of America has a chronic disease, something’s wrong. It means we’ve
failed at our health care system. It means we have a disease care system.

I don’t think the public has begun to grasp the stranglehold of the
pharmaceutical industry and the health insurance industry and the for-profit
hospital industry and the nursing homes.

Drugs that have been said to be too unsafe to approve by the FDA’s own
medical reviewers have been approved over their objections and entered into
the market, causing the very harms they predicted.

The FDA, in my opinion, has probably killed more Americans in this country
than all the wars that the U.S. has ever fought combined.

The drugs themselves cause death, disability, further symptoms, which
typically are further treated with other drugs.

As an ethical issue, they never think, gee, this is going to kill people, I
shouldn’t do it.

https://www.jamesjpn.net/health/death-by-medicine/
https://www.jamesjpn.net/health/death-by-medicine/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLiQ_2BpozM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLiQ_2BpozM


The pharmaceutical companies have one objective. That is not the health and
safety of the individuals in this country, but the almighty dollar, the
bottom line, making a buck.

They’re going to become chronically ill. They’re going to become chronically
depressed. That’s the expected end, and that’s why they will need to be on
these drugs for life. We’re not killing them quickly, but we’re taking their
lives away.

The FDA approves unsafe medical devices, unsafe prescription drugs that harm
Americans, and they spend any extra energy they have after approving drugs to
go after natural product manufacturers to make sure that there is no
competition to their client, the pharmaceutical industry.

One of the oldest activities in the world is eliminating economic
competitors. Food, clean, safe, natural food, and high-potency nutrients are
the economic competitors to expensive, dangerous, patentable drugs. It’s a
war being fought in your body.

We need to have a constitutional amendment. We need health freedom. We should
have the right to choose the kind of care that we want.

It’s a corporate zeitgeist. It’s much more profitable to fix things than to
prevent things. It’s much more profitable to chalk up hospital stays than to
help people stay out at night.

Unfortunately, our Congress has not supported We the People. It’s really
looking at trying to support corporate America.

We have to rethink our entire philosophical underpinnings. Actually, in a
way, it means going back to the basic democratic principles that were set up
when we started this experiment as a nation.

We have a government at present that every member of which has sworn to
uphold the Constitution. We are in deep crisis, not just for our poor health
care, but for our democracy itself.

We have to have a system of medicine where our patients are not being killed
by the treatments. And unfortunately, today, they are being killed in such
huge numbers that modern medicine, as practiced in America today, is a crime
against humanity.

How can you possibly, as a human being, be willing to sacrifice others’
lives, particularly the lives of youth, in order to placate financial
interests?

We have a system of medicine that’s broken that by itself is killing at least
700,000 people a year. Some people are dying since they don’t have health
insurance, but what about the number of people who are dying because of the
current system?

All the industrialized democratic countries have found a way to have
universal health care sponsored and guaranteed by the government. $2.3



trillion, one-sixth of our whole gross domestic product, $7,200 for every
person in this country, and twice as much as the next three countries in the
world, Switzerland, France, Germany. We spend $7,200 per capita. They spend
$3,200. All the measurements that we use to define good or bad in a health
system, we are never near the top. Sometimes we’re remarkably close to third-
world nations.

This is not a privilege. It is a right that every human being as a human
being has, and the health care system has to be organized in such a way that
that is the guiding premise and not the transformation of health care into a
commodity to be sold and a profit to be made on it.

Like many people, I would love to see some form of universal health care
that’s focused on health and care, that’s focused on real prevention, but
we’re not getting that. Because of the poisons that are being injected into
people, even though they’re called therapies, because of the disinformation
that is given to patients by our drug companies and our misinformed
physicians, the number of people dying from that dwarfs the numbers of
Americans who, sadly, are dying from lack of care.

Now, my daughter went to medical school 30 years ago and was taught as an
incoming medical student that 50% of hospital admissions are due to
iatrogenic diseases, doctor-caused diseases. In other words, the health care
system was admitting, in training new doctors, that half the health care
problems that they were going to be facing were going to be caused by
themselves.

Our culture is replete with chronic disease. Every chronic disease is a
massive profit producer for the people who produce drugs, every single one of
them. These things exist not so much because they were allowed to exist as
because they were created. You can call it ADD, you can call it obesity,
whatever it is, when you have people who go from the age of, let’s say, 15 to
the age of 65 in a chronic, depressed health situation. Massive amounts of
profit are made off each one of those individuals.

About 100 years ago, things were really beginning to change in the United
States. We were changing from an agrarian economy to an industrial economy,
and these titans of industry really wanted to be able to control not only the
United States, but the world financial system as a whole. When the
Rockefellers took over the allopathic medicine, the Rockefellers were also in
charge of the oil industry and the chemical industry, and they also made an
alliance with a huge German concern called IG Pharma, which was a big
chemical industry in Germany. So there is an interplay between what was
called the money power from the early part of the 20th century, who held
board positions in many of these corporations.

When the Rockefellers took over the medical schools, there were many types of
medical education in the United States. There were homeopathic doctors, and
there were naturopathic doctors who were using natural medicines to heal, and
they were having very good outcomes. Once the Rockefellers took over the
system, they closed down those other schools, and they only promoted the sale
of their drugs, they promoted surgery, and they promoted radiation.



Well, there’s a kind of sociological theory about paradigm shift, and it goes
something like this. You have, let us say, the medical community. All the
doctors in the United States, they are a community, and they have a kind of
mythology, which is supported by everybody believing the same thing. When you
go to medical school, you’re indoctrinated with this kind of religious dogma.
So if the pharmaceutical industry profits by selling medicine, but the
industry profits by selling more and more of them, then the industry pays
doctors to prescribe them and so on. We see a mafia-like monster has
afflicted this community. So the Hippocratic Oath, the ordinary altruism of
people in a community, is subverted by this capitalistic pressure.

This is the problem with not only the medicine people, but in all spheres of
science. There is real vested interest in keeping the imperfect science
because too much has been invested, and large systems have developed, just
like this $2.7 trillion part of the economy that health care costs represent
in this country. So this investment makes it the most difficult to change
anything, especially to change the basic metaphysics. Because if we did that,
then it would turn out that the emperor is largely naked, and we don’t really
need this expansive system.

Medicine’s invaluable. You’d never throw it away. I have the highest respect
for the technologies, for the drugs when they’re used appropriately, and for
the doctors themselves to want to do the right thing. But that’s not the
whole story. That’s only what you use when it’s necessary. Those fantastic
microsurgeries that are done by robots, the heart transplants and kidney
transplants, all those things that we’re doing, they’re magical. Why would
you throw it away? It’s just that it’s not the first thing we should use.
It’s the last thing we should use. And if we come to our senses, we look at
lifestyle as the medicine that has always been the medicine we should have
and certainly the medicine of the future, we’re going to be a healthy
country.

Now, if I was in trouble and I needed allopathic care, I wouldn’t hesitate to
get it. But there are many paths to health care, and a comprehensive approach
to health care must include integrative medicine, a complementary,
alternative approach to medicine that would look at all the options. There
are as many paths to health as there are individuals, but we just focus on
one path in particular, and that is the allopathic practice. But
practitioners will tell you that they’re often limited in their means to
treat many types of ailments.

We clearly need health care, there’s no question, but the health care that we
need is more on the acute traumatic health care, where we have services that
are in phenomenal surgeons and neurosurgeons and orthopedic surgeons that can
address the traumas that result from being involved in accidents that cannot
be altered by traditional lifestyle approaches.

So if we live in a culture and in a context that is forever handing us fears
and handing us diseases and pathologies that we need to worry about, we begin
to incorporate those into our worldview and into our model of ourselves. Many
illnesses that we see today have kind of been trumped up or exaggerated in
ways that promote the pharmaceutical industry or promote various ways in



which there’s profit built in, rather than the kind of turning of the table
and starting to look at social profit and social welfare.

It’s Christmas Eve, and we’re so excited. He’s made it to 50. Hope you make
it another 50, Dave. We love you.

Meet David and Cheryl Knight. They live in Washington State, and for over a
decade, Cheryl has been plagued by the side effects of prescription drugs.
Right now, though, it’s Christmas 2007. The Knights are about to enter a
Kofkin (???) nightmare, one that will kill David’s father and put Cheryl into
a mental hospital, all due to prescription drugs.

And as for me, this is the year of the myofascial pain lockup. Yes, I’m
seeing my physical therapist three times a week. We’ve made some progress,
but we’re still working on trying to relax muscles.

We will hear their story in this documentary.

Our life has turned to absolute hell on wheels.

There’s this evil force in this room.

My wife was prescribed Klonopin and Ativan for chronic pain and muscle
spasms. It’s been about eight months, and we are experiencing a living hell.
Doctors are not willing to help. The more I get on the Internet, the more I
read, the more nauseated I become. So we are trying to take her off here at
home. She is, quote, off the Klonopin at this point. Of course, whether she’s
still having withdrawals from that is anybody’s guess. And we have tried to
taper the Ativan about one-fourth of the dose.

I’m going to document this event. I’m going to film her, and I’m going to
show you what this is like to go through. If for some reason we as a family
don’t make it through, you’ll know why.

One friend of mine went to Harvard Business School, and on his very first day
in class, they were given a test case that you’re a drug company, and a
couple of people have died from your over-the-counter drug. What do you do?
Do you recall the drug? Do you calculate the damages? What? And my friend,
who didn’t know yet how things operated in this school, immediately said,
recall the product. And everybody laughed in the room, and the teacher said,
have you calculated how many lives you can afford to lose before you need to
recall?

When someone dies by iatrogenic causes, it means that the health care system
itself is actually the cause of the death.

Too many people are being harmed by the products that the industry is putting
forth. When a drug is put on the market, they call it a cost-benefit ratio.
How much harm is it going to do against how much good it’s going to do? But
the question is, how many people do we have to harm in order to get the good?

Pharmaceutical companies lobby Congress directly. They lobby decision-makers
and influence policy decisions. The pharmaceutical industry doesn’t stop



there. The pharmaceutical industry, also through direct-to-consumer
advertising, creates a demand for their products with oftentimes misleading
ads.

When you get a delusion running, when society starts embracing the story that
there are these chemical imbalances, and then they start saying, well, kids
have them, teenagers have them, and they start believing that these drugs are
fixing something wrong, then the story just continues to get more and more
out of control as financial forces try to keep on expanding the market for
those drugs. So what do we end up with? We end up with people at major
academic centers trying to tell us that 2-year-olds and 3-year-olds can be
diagnosed, quote, with bipolar disorder and can benefit from being put on
antipsychotic medications. And no other society’s doing it.

Everybody else thinks it’s ludicrous. No one believes really it’s going to
end up well. We’re killing the kids. We’re not killing them quickly, but
we’re taking their lives away. And that’s what we should admit we’re doing,
and we’re doing it for capitalistic reasons. It’s a capitalist story. It’s a
story about expanding the market for psychiatric drugs.

One thing that a lot of parents don’t want to admit is just what a nuisance
kids are. It gets in the way of the life that they want to live and lead and
now if you’re from the working class and you’re poor, both parents are having
to work, and sometimes more than one job, each of these parents. And so it’s
very difficult to be able to do the job of raising the kids. And the
pharmaceutical companies and the doctors have found a convenient way to
prescribe pills so that these people can continue to work lousy jobs for
little pay where they’re overworked, they don’t get paid for overtime, etc.,
etc., and don’t worry about your kids because they’re okay. They’re properly
medicated. They’ll behave themselves.

One of the problems with the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders) is so much jockeying in terms of getting new disorders into the
manual, in part because the manual has an extraordinary, I think unmerited
authority. Something like passive-aggressive personality disorder is
characterized by dawdling over doing laundry and groceries. I mean factors
like that are actually published in that scientific quote-unquote manual.
They have listings under oppositional disorder for children including
negativistic, disobedient, and ineffective. I mean that’s actually there.
Ineffective, as a child, what does that mean?

Drug companies literally monitor what is taught, and influence, if not
control, what is taught in medical schools. Drug companies also sponsor much
of medical school research. The research budget is derived from drug
companies. Many, many years ago, the federal government used to fund research
at medical schools, but now more and more of that research is actually funded
directly by medical schools themselves.

Big pharmaceutical companies are not so much eager to cure people because
then they won’t need their medicines, but to keep people alive and slightly
sick, but in a curable way. This is at least the best way. If they die,
they’re out of the picture. If they’re healthy, they’re out of the picture.



They have to be slightly sick so that they constantly will need medication to
make themselves feel at least healthier.

Today we have Big Pharma, and they say all hope is in this little pill, and
if you take this, you’re going to be well. Well, the fact of the matter is
that while America’s tremendous consumption of pharmaceuticals occurs in
quantum leaps every year, the fact of the matter is that our health care
costs keep going up. So maybe those drugs, which in some cases can provide
relief to people, maybe they’re not the only solution.

On 9/11, we lost 3,000 people. Every year in this country, we’ve lost over
100,000 people to pharmaceutical drugs. That means we’ve lost over a million
people to the pharmaceutical industry in the nine years since 9/11. And yet
we’re not chasing pharmaceutical terrorists all over the world. Do we really
live in a rational time that the killing of a million people is just a ho-hum
kind of event? I think we need to reorder our priorities.

There’s going to come a day where we are all, all of us, adults and children
alike, are diagnosed with at least one disorder, maybe up to a dozen
disorders, and we are put on mandatory medications. And if we disagree with
that, they’ll say we suffer from obedience defiance disorder, and we’ll be
put on a different set of drugs to treat that disorder, or we’ll be thrown in
jail until we agree to take those drugs. It’s that crazy.

Another piece of the puzzle is the drug rep. And this would be the lady in
the high heels, very short and tight skirt, who comes to doctors’ offices and
hands out goodies.

The companies are hiring reps that really have no science or medical
background. They are not doctors, typically.vThey are not pharmacists. They
are not nurses. They’re oftentimes business majors and music majors and drama
majors, and they’re telling your doctors how to prescribe drugs to you, the
patient.

And they are given sales goals. They are to call in doctors to explain the
drugs and how the other drugs might not be so helpful, to get the doctor to
take these samples and to prescribe these drugs. Now, when a doctor writes a
prescription, that prescription is entered into a database.vThis information
is sold to the drug companies who then use it to give to the drug reps. And
so if you are a doctor who’s prescribing a lot of the drug, that drug rep is
instructed to give you expensive gifts. If your profile falls off, it’s also
the drug rep that is sent to your office to give you a dressing down. So then
you have drug rep as disciplinarian.

I was being told to minimize side effects, that I was disseminating
misinformation and disinformation campaigns. I knew that I was not giving
fair, balanced information to doctors, therefore doctors couldn’t give fair,
balanced information to their patients. So I started being disheartened while
I was still in the industry about the industry itself, because I knew that
the job that I was originally tasked to do, that that wasn’t what my job was
anymore, that my job was a marketing job, that I was there to build the
bottom line of the company, that I was there to grow market share and



influence physicians’ prescribing habits.

While I was a pharmaceutical sales representative, when we were interacting
with physicians, we were constantly trying to downplay side effects, minimize
side effects, if those questions were raised by the physician. And we were
trained to skillfully sidestep those questions and to not provide full
disclosure about the potential devastating effects of certain medications.
Many medications do not have severe long-term crippling side effects, but
others do. And unfortunately and ironically, that’s what happened to me. I’ve
been suffering from disabling symptoms now for many years from an antibiotic
called Levaquin, which is a fluoroquinolone antibiotic that has a black box
warning associated with its use. And despite that warning, it’s still being
prescribed indiscriminately and without warning to patients. And many people
are losing their jobs, they’re losing their homes, family, because of the
devastating and crippling side effects of Levaquin and Cipro and other
fluoroquinolone antibiotics. And I think it’s criminal that these drugs are
still being prescribed as a first line of treatment for minor infections.
Levaquin and Cipro and other fluoroquinolone antibiotics should be reserved
for serious and life-threatening infections.

I was very grateful that I had the experience and knowledge that I did about
the psychiatric drugs that I had sold because I identified these were drug
reactions. So I knew that as my mental state was deteriorating, that it
wasn’t me, that I wasn’t crazy. This was mediated by the drugs that I had
taken. And so I just kept clinging to the fact that I had to have a washout,
that I had to detoxify the body from the drug. And so I begged my husband and
I begged several of my closest friends to not put me in a mental institution
because I had visited them in my career, and I knew that once that I got
behind those closed doors of that mental institution, that they could do
anything they wanted to, including electroshock therapy. So I knew that my
recovery depended on the detoxification of my body. And I knew that if I got
into the hospital, a detoxification would not be offered to me. I would be
pumped full of any kind of drug that they needed in order to keep me quiet or
to restrain me. So it actually took me a period of 12 years to completely
detoxify my body and to get back to some semblance of normalcy to where I
felt like I was before I had the adverse event.

The other thing that happens with drug reps is that they present data to the
doctor that may not be entirely truthful. And this was seen with OxyContin,
the pain drug, where drug reps told doctors, these are not addictive, this is
different, this is not your run-of-the-mill narcotic, this is the one
narcotic known to man that your patient will not get addicted to. And it
literally touched off an OxyContin epidemic throughout the United States.

Our drug is clearly the most efficacious.

Vivex offers your patients unsurpassed clinical efficacy.

Proven efficacy.

This is absolutely the most efficacious drug your patients can use. (And she
laughs.)



My wife has had TMJ (temporomandibular joint). Her front teeth did not
actually come together. She had a lot of pain. We went to her primary doctor.
He started giving her Vicodin for pain control. We didn’t want a drug
intervention, but that was what was basically forced upon her. Basically, she
got put on benzodiazepines, and Neurontin, Vicodin ES, eventually on Abilify,
Remeron, Benlafaxine, Vistral, just a real cocktail of drugs. And, of course,
our experience is that in the process of finally discovering that the drugs
could be the problem, we tried to start a taper program at home because I
couldn’t get the doctors to do it for me. We learned about half-lives. We
learned about the potency of these superbenzos now that are many, many times
stronger than Valium ever was. We learned what it was like to try to relate
to the medical community. They keep wanting to tell you that you have an
underlining problem. They never want to look at the drugs as a possible cause
of it. We had an argument with the final doctor as to the speed at which he
was going to come off these drugs. I went ahead and said, OK, that’s fine, if
you think you can get her off in eight weeks, that’s fine, but I think you’re
going to crash her. Well, he crashed her. She probably was 24 hours from
dying. We took her to the hospital, and she was whisked off to a psych ward.
At that point, they just introduced all kinds of psychotropic drugs,
neuroleptics, antipsychotics, antidepressants. They wanted to do
electroconvulsive shock therapy, and we absolutely refused. They moved her to
the state mental hospital, and I followed her in the camper, and I was by her
side for three months, and I made sure she saw me every single day, sometimes
several times a day, so she wouldn’t be afraid. And I just watched this
horrible deterioration process. I went in and talked to the doctors. I said,
you need to give her a drug holiday. She’s been on drugs for three years now.
I know it’s the drugs. We were finally able to get her released. Got a
homeopathic doctor. We finally got her off of drugs completely a year ago, so
now today we’re about 13 months off the drugs. We’re seeing a stock market
recovery. It’s up and down.

You have to wake up. You can’t just take the pill. You can’t take that purple
pill, you know, that Prilosec, or that other acid-blocking drug, and go eat
the whole pizza and think it’s okay.

A particularly egregious drug that the FDA allowed to come onto the market
was called Ketek, K-E-T-E-K. It was supposed to be used for antibiotic-
resistant infections. Unfortunately, it promoted liver failure. It turns out
that the studies that were done to validate the safety weren’t done. In fact,
the doctor who was overseeing these studies received $400 per patient and
enrolled 400 fictitious people into these studies and showed that, of course,
none of these people had any adverse effects from Ketek because, of course,
these people didn’t exist. Now here’s where the story really gets bad. Even
after the FDA discovered that the data submitted to them by the company was
fraudulent, they still presented it to the Congressional Investigative
Committees. The result was the media picked up on this and proclaimed that
this drug was shown to be safe in all these studies, studies that never
occurred. So the drug Ketek, when it first came out, by the way, was selling
for over $1,000 for 60 tablets, and it’s now come down to $285. The company’s
reduced the price. The FDA allows that drug to stay on the market.



Bayer has known for years that its drug, Treosol, had all kinds of
complications involving kidney shutdown. And Bayer did a study with 67,000
patients. Bayer failed to give their own internal data to the FDA.

(End of transcription. Please see the video to listen to all of it.)

I am 74 years old now and glad to not be reliant on any medication
whatsoever. Hallelujah!

Japan’s Most Senior Oncologist, Prof.
Fukushima Condemns mRNA Vaccines as
‘Evil Practices of Science’

Solid science from a noted Japanese doctor and scientist that COVID-19
vaccines have injured people to the point of causing their deaths.

Japanese Doctors Warn About the Side
Effects of the COVID-19 Vaccines

This is a transcript of a press conference called by Japanese physicians.
Throughout the decades when I lived in Japan, it’s been my observation that
most Japanese are honest people and are not easily deceived by the media.
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When they encounter difficulties, they’ll do an honest investigation of the
problem and won’t be easily swayed by others.

Transcript

We are the General Incorporated Association of the Vaccine Injuries Study
Group. We now have this press conference to report on the results of our
study since its establishment. My name is Takeguchi, and I will be moderating
the conference.

First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to express my condolences
to those who have passed away due to health issues after receiving the
COVID-19 vaccine. Furthermore, I extend my best wishes to those who have
suffered health issues and those who are currently struggling with symptoms.

(Next speaker)

A systematic review of the literature has revealed some surprising facts.
Thousands of papers have reported side effects after vaccination, which
affect every organ without exception, ranging from ophthalmology (the
diagnosis and treatment of eye disorders) to general medicine, to psychiatry.
We have compiled this information into a paper that was published yesterday.

These documents have been preliminarily investigated by a group of volunteer
physicians. They saw how many cases have been reported by Japanese academic
societies. This kind of reporting on drug side effects or the like is
unprecedented.

As my specialty is cancer, chemotherapy drugs are plagued with side effects,
but the patterns are known and predetermined. The patterns of side effects
caused by this (COVID-19) vaccine are not determined. They can occur
throughout the body. Multiple diseases can occur simultaneously. Doctors have
never seen such a thing. This is the candid opinion of the medical
profession.

Japanese doctors are also trying hard, but they face various obstructions.
There’s this sentiment of ‘Why report something like vaccine damage?’ There
are interferences in reporting. Such actions themselves hinder academic
freedom, and in some academic departments, censorship is taking place such as
in conference presentations and publications of academic papers. This is
happening globally. Some journals are effectively practicing censorship.

We are working on a paper that is expected to be published soon. Once
published, we will be able to report in detail. For example, the age-adjusted
mortality rate for leukemia has increased, and there are significant findings
of breast cancer, ovarian cancer, and so on. We will share the relevant
information with everyone as we advise and request the government on how to
proceed.

Next, Prof. Yasufumi Murakami, the director in charge of the testing method
development working group, will explain the progress of the test development
and future outlook.



Prof. Yasufumi Murakami: Thank you, everyone. One thing I want to say
initially is that it is clear how the adverse effects occur, which is still
having many
victims today. I believe the vaccine should be stopped immediately.

The mechanism by which adverse effects occur is well understood; the spike
[protein] is toxic. It’s very clear what happens when you administer a toxic
gene to a human. Another point is that the Lipid nanoparticles, they are also
toxic.

The major problem is that we are injecting two toxic substances into people,
one of which is that human cells are producing spike proteins. Since the
immune system will attack this, it causes very violent reactions. Some cases
occur within one or two weeks after injection, but there are also many cases
that appear after one or two years.

Additionally, there is indeed such a thing as good and bad antibodies in
humans, and an antibody called IgG4 actually suppresses immunity. Usually
with vaccines, if an IgG4 antibody is induced, it is considered a failure.
However, with the current messenger-type vaccines, a significant amount of
IgG4 is being induced. When this happens, it plays tricks on various immune
functions. Therefore, we want to thoroughly investigate what ratio of
Japanese people are experiencing this. We aim to carefully examine what level
of IgG4 reacts with the spike protein that is present in each individual.

Of course, the problem is, we already understand these factors. Vaccines that
have failed are still being administered, and the Ministry of Health, Labour
and Welfare recognizes these failed vaccines. So I would like to stop them
immediately, but even though I speak out against the vaccine in various
places, they don’t stop administering them at all. So we will clearly present
evidence and publish it in articles one by one.

New speaker: So, we are working with Dr. Fukushima to create this database,
and so far, about 201 types of diseases and 3,071 papers on side effects have
been reported. It is unprecedented in human history for a single vaccine to
have this much literature out on it. With this, we plan to present it to the
nation and the Japanese government in the form of solid science that no one
can dispute.

In the next slide you will find diseases of the heart, kidney, thyroid,
diabetes, liver, skin, eyes, blood, nerves, systemic diseases, brain, and
lungs, diseases across all medical fields have been reported as Prof.
Fukushima states. The characteristic of the side effects of this vaccine is
that they occur simultaneously within entire families.

As for the data, when diseases such as those of the heart, kidney, endocrine,
and liver occur simultaneously with the range in which they occur, a
tremendous number of papers are reported with many pages.

New speaker: Mental disorders, psychiatric symptoms, depression, mania, and
anxiety, came up in abundance. It’s endless. It’s about understanding why
this is happening. That’s why, actually, with broader keywords, for example,



not just COVID-19 vaccines but also SARS-CoV-2, messenger RNA vaccines, and
the like, when you separate it out into various keywords, more and more
results come up. So this is just a part of it. Even with what Dr. Inoue
introduced earlier, it’s just a part of what has been done with the PubMed
database. There are things that won’t be caught by PubMed. So like
“Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD)”, it’s not caught, next slide.

However, there are such peer-reviewed papers out there from Dr. Montagnier
who discovered HIV and received the Nobel Prize. It’s a persuasive paper. But
it disappeared. He was cautious from the beginning.

About the spike protein sequence, within the genes, you know, he was warning
that if there’s a prion-like (pathogenic type of misfolded protein) sequence,
it could be very dangerous. Many scientists were warning about it. I too said
it could be hazardous because of the possibility of prions. I discussed it
with prion experts.

So, if you inject the vaccine into the muscle, it will be taken up by the
surrounding cells. People who know nothing about medicine and biology don’t
think about such specific things, which is why they say it’s an mRNA vaccine.
However, if you know biology and medicine, such specific things don’t happen.
That is what we call off-target. Out of control beyond the target. It doesn’t
know where to go. If it goes into the bloodstream, it goes to the brain,
liver, and kidneys. What if it went everywhere? That’s something people don’t
think about. This off-target problem hasn’t been solved.

And even if that is solved, there are still many problems. Because these
nanoparticles, which were inflammatory earlier, are environmental issues,
especially plastic nanoparticles, which are the world’s number one problem.
They enter the brain. However, those who don’t know anything say, “It’s
plastic, so it won’t be digested, so it’s okay to eat.” They pretend to know,
but it doesn’t get digested. The person has no idea how toxic organic
substances are attached to the surface of those plastic nanoparticles. So,
with fragments of such knowledge, they exaggerate things and think they can
go with this. They say, “I know! This is good!” So, honestly, they need to go
back and redo from middle school biology to high school and university
entrance exams.

As I mentioned earlier, medicine is still immature. Basically, we don’t
understand much about the principles of life. Now, this kind of thing has
happened, so, turning adversity into fortune, we should learn again here what
happens instead of saying, “Go for it, go for it” with the vaccines. Well,
it’s like, ignorance is bliss. That’s what this world is about. Taking
vaccines has become a kind of faith. Vaccines centers, they’re like a weird
cult. They’re now basically fallen into an infinite hell.

Simply thinking that things can be understood with fragments of knowledge is
a mistake.

(End of transcript.)

If you are Japanese or understand the Japanese language, click here to listen

https://twitter.com/Risemelbourne/status/1746458766315565447


to the press conference.

The Return of Covid

We should not let the Devil’s people walk all over us. There is a time to
love the ignorant, and there’s a time to resist evil and protest against
those who are not ignorant but are following an agenda to take us over.

The Evil Agenda Behind the Transgender
Movement

Two billionaires Pritzker and Rothblatt are behind the promotion of
transgenderism. If they can confuse a child about gender before he or she
hits puberty, it means greater financial gains for them. Because both men
have a stake in the trans-medical industrial complex, if they can confuse
children when they are very young (elementary school age), they can profit
off puberty blockers in addition to life-long hormone treatments and
countless surgeries at the gender clinics they’re invested in.
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Tetanus Vaccine Linked to Infertility

Dr. Carrie Madei says tetanus vaccines are a World Health Organization device
to reduce the number of pregnancies.

Died Suddenly Documentary

This is a very well-made educational documentary film with many testimonials
about people who died suddenly after receiving the Covid-19 vaccination.
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Vaccinated Populations Suffering
Strange New Illnesses

I transcribed this text from a One America News (OAN) report, from a video a
friend sent me on Messenger. I later found a more complete copy of the video
on Rumble.

Transcription of OAN Report

Cameras from around the world are capturing footage of people collapsing in
spasms, and what some people believe may be the latest symptom of Covid-19
vaccines. Here’s One America News Pearson Sharp with more:

One America News has extensively covered the dangers of the experimental
chemical injections the government is calling the Covid vaccine. From heart
attacks and strokes to paralysis, neuropathy, and explosive increase in
cancer, autoimmune diseases, and even sudden death with young healthy people
in the prime of their lives simply falling down dead. The list of fatal side
effects from these injections is truly stupifying. While now there are videos
emerging of a terrifying new condition that’s popping up all over the world.

What you’re looking at now is footage from security cameras that shows people
suffering from the effects of some mysterious attack on their bodies. In
every case, it follows the same pattern. The affected person stops what
they’re doing and looks around as if they hear something, slowly turning
their head. Then they start flailing their arms and legs, kicking and
trashing like they’re fending off some invisible attacker. This is followed
by collapsing on the ground in a convulsion, rising and twisting in
uncontrollable spasms. The incidents of this bizarre and frightening new
malady have come out of nowhere, and now it’s being captured by CCTVS around
the world.

Now to be fair, it’s not clear if this vaccine death spiral is linked to the
TCP (?) injections. But when you consider the alarming number of other
gruesome side effects from this vaccine, it’s not hard to believe. As far as
we can tell this has never been witnessed before. And if that’s the case,
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then we have to consider what could be responsible.

Now let’s think: What’s the biggest new variable the world has seen in the
last two years? Well, if you’re not a brain-dead member of the Branch
Covidien Fauci Cult, then the answer is simple. Nearly 70% of the world has
submitted to the Covid injections. That’s 5.3 billion people whose bodies are
struggling to adapt to overcome the so-called vaccine toxic effects. And now
we’re seeing the results firsthand.

Peer-reviewed studies show a staggering 94% of covid injection recipients
have abnormal blood, blood that no longer functions normally. This is a
picture of what normal unvaccinated blood looks like at 40 times
magnification, and was taken by doctors in Italy studying the blood of
patients injected with the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. Now here we have the
same patients just one month after getting the Pfizer injection. You can
clearly see the blood has been drastically altered! With researchers saying
the vast majority of patients they studied suffered severe blood cell
deformation after taking the vaccine. The researchers say metallic objects
that resembled graphene oxide and other compounds like you see here or
discovered floating in the blood. The scientists said they found
extraordinarily anomalous substances in the blood which began forming
gigantic foreign structures. The researchers concluded by saying these
results have never been observed before in any vaccines ever, and that Pfizer
and Moderna need to come clean about exactly what they’re putting in the
vaccines.

They added that the substances in the vaccines are incompatible with normal
blood flow. Those gigantic foreign structures seen under the microscope are
wreaking havoc on the human body. And now coroners and embalmers around the
country are discovering horrifying clots inside people’s bodies! What you’re
looking at are the mysterious clots that are suddenly appearing in vaccinated
people who later died. And medical experts say this is totally new, they’ve
never seen anything like it until last year. (2021)

Lab tests show the clots are made from something other than human blood. And
embalmers says they’re showing up in otherwise healthy people who suddenly
died from heart attacks or strokes. And when they were examined, their veins
and arteries were completely clogged with these strange rubbery fibers that
can be several feet long.

Even the young and healthy can be affected, like a teenage athlete in Ohio
who suffered from a sudden pain in his legs and back and was rushed to the
emergency room where doctors removed a mysterious 6-foot-long clot from his
legs! After finding massive clots it’s not surprising the FDA is withholding
autopsy results of people who died after doing the Fauci vaccines. That’s
right, the FDA is actually refusing to release autopsy results of victims who
received the experimental covid vaccine! They don’t want anyone seeing just
how grizzly the results are.

Considering this is the crap that’s floating around in the blood of everyone
that got the Fauci injection, it’s no surprise that life expectancy in the US
is plummeting at the fastest rate in history. In fact from 2020 to 2021 life



expectancy in the US fell by nearly three years, meaning that people are
dying prematurely at 35 times the rate they were before the vaccines were
introduced. But these mysterious deaths all have one thing in common, one
common denominator: Every one of them received the new experimental vaccine.

At some point, those responsible must be held accountable: The pharmaceutical
giants who made these drugs, the media who pushed their propaganda, and the
elected officials in Washington who made it illegal to refuse them. Until
then, we the people who trusted those officials can only look on in horror
and disbelief at the carnage being inflicted by the murderers we thought
would save us.

(End of transcript)

For the record, my wife and I never trusted what the government had to say
about the Covid vaccine and we remain unvaccinated. Thanks be to our God and
our Savior the Lord Jesus Christ!

A Poem: Just Let It Pass

Do you think life is hard for you? Are people treating you unfairly? This
lady has to stand all day in freezing cold just to earn a living by selling
beans and fish!

This morning I was inspired by the following poem. Just think what a happier
world it would be if we all lived this! Our physical and mental health has a
lot to do with our relationship with our Creator and the people we come in
contact with on a daily basis.

Truly great folks never stoop

https://www.jamesjpn.net/health/let-it-pass/


To answer petty things;
The unkind word, the bitter cut
That rankles deep and stings.

They are too big to notice them,
They simply pass them by,

And even with a smile sometimes
Or twinkle in the eye.

For they have found that after all
‘Twas better in the end

To meet it with a smile, and then,
Just let it pass, my friend.

Read more from Virginia Brandt Berg

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko’s Final Words of
Warning and Admonition in Text and
Video

Dr. Vladimir Zev Zelenko passed away on June 30th, 2022, at age 49 from
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cancer. Zelenko became well-known after introducing a three-drug combination
of hydroxychloroquine, zinc sulfate, and azithromycin as part of an
experimental outpatient treatment for COVID-19 that he promoted as the
Zelenko Protocol. It saved many thousands of lives!

Zelenko was born in Kyiv in 1973, and moved to the US at age 3. He was an
Orthodox Jew who feared God and loved humanity to the point he willingly
sacrificed his reputation to stand against the government and Big
Pharmacuitcials for promoting harmful vaccinations what he called, “death
shots”. May the Lord have mercy on his soul.

Hi, this is Dr. Zelenko. And I’m making this video from my hospital bed. Just
want to give a quick update, many, many people have expressed their love and
prayers. And I’m very grateful, thank you.

Unfortunately, I had an MRI, and transesophageal echocardiogram called a T,
and it found a tumor in my right ventricle. That’s the lower right chamber
the heart. And on top of that tumor is a blood clot. That’s not pretty good
news. It’s not good news. And the treatment would be to go on blood thinners
which I’m on to try to dissolve the clot. And then we have to figure out what
to do with that tumor.

To be frank, if that clot breaks off, that’s a ticket to the next world.
Also, there are more tumors around my lower left lobe in my lung. So I’m in a
precarious situation. However, as King David writes, even though I walk in
the shadow of death, I shall fear no evil, for God is with me. And I do
really feel that way. And those words, resonate in my soul more now than ever
in my life.

And there is a Talmudic teaching, that even if the sword is on your neck, a
person should never give up hope. And so I’m in a very good state of mind.
And, as I frequently said, they are going to have to carry my body off the
battlefield. Because my resolve to help humanity, the vulnerable, the
innocent, decent people overcome this terrible darkness and plague that is
upon us, has never been stronger. And if I have to leave the world, I accept
God’s will.

But I encourage and plead with everyone else, to up your game and stand up
and resist. Resist first within yourselves against giving into fear, and then
resist publicly against the policies of tyranny which are coming again.

Because it’s pretty obvious what’s going to happen right now. The World
Health Organization, which is essentially funded by the sociopath (Bill)
Gates, is gaining more and more power over sovereign nations. Gates messaged,
I think five or six months ago that Smallpox is a big threat. It was
supposedly was eradicated in 1980. And it was only found in two labs in
America and in Russia in DSL level four labs, the highest maximum security
labs. And yet five days after the sociopath, criminal Gates, said his
prophetic words, a few vials of smallpox were found in an unsecured
refrigerator in a Merk laboratory in Philadelphia.

And so, it’s not surprising to me now that we’re seeing monkeypox. I



anticipate global panic about it. This will be the next media or narrative
that will continue the fear campaign to end locked down campaign and mask
campaign to create anxiety, isolate you from people you love, and dehumanize
you with with these face diapers. And so this is their playbook. And they’re
going to keep on sending wave after wave of their evil agenda until we make
internal resolutions to kick the evil out from within us. We should, in my
opinion, denounce the worship of false gods, that of technology, that of
science, the god of corrupt governments, money, power, fame, and reconcile
our hearts with our Creator who’s making us anew, every instant in time.

Basically, the world has now chosen sides, those that will worship the
machinations of men, and those that will bow down to the Creator. And so let
the culling begin. You know, the world needs a cleaning. And when the process
is done, the world will be filled with knowledge of God, just like the waters
cover the seas. And the sociopaths have a big thing coming for them. They
think they are gods, they think that they’re ruling the world. We’ll see. So
let the games begin. And I have no problem falling in battle. Because this is
a hill that we need to die for. Because otherwise, our progeny will have
nowhere to breathe free.

(End of transcript)

Testimonies of Deliverance from
Demonic Influences

An angel zapping a demon to answer a believer's prayer

My Facebook friend Kasia da Silva shared with me two marvelous testimonials
of deliverance from demonic influence. This is something many preachers don’t
talk about. For example, did you know that by even touching an object used in
the occult such as an Ouija board you can pick up an evil hitchhiking spirit?
My former pastor taught me to ask the Lord to cleanse anything I picked up
from the post office before I touch it!
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The Deliverance and Healing of Kasia’s Mother

I prayed for my mother to be healed of a pinched nerve that the Physical
Therapist said would take 10 weeks of PT to heal (in her upper shoulder arm).
She had to go for weekly sessions. So she asked me to pray for her when it
first happened. She was in horrible pain. So I prayed and nothing happened. I
was actually led to cast out a spirit of infirmity. Well, nothing happened
and I knew I prayed in faith, so I told her there must be something else
going on and left it alone.

The next evening she was in excruciating pain again (even after the Dr. Visit
in which she got extra strong Tylenol. It didn’t help much). So I picked her
up and brought her to my house to spend the night. I prayed for her again
being led to try to cast a demon out. She was laying on the couch. I had
placed my hand on her forehead and she became very pale and her skin
temperature dropped to feeling suddenly cold. Then the arm that she had the
injury on suddenly kept jerking uncontrollably, like someone having a seizure
just on their arm. I commanded it to stop and it did then I confronted her
again saying, something must be going on, and asked her to think about it
during the night. Then I went to bed.

The next morning when I went downstairs she handed me a Magnetic necklace a
friend from work gave her. The friend said that Magnetic jewelry had powers
to heal people by balancing or affecting their energy.

Previously, a week before my mother had asked me if I thought Magnetic
jewelry was Occultic. I told her that I didn’t know but I would investigate
it. So when I investigated it I found out it was based on this Yin and Yang
theory which is Chinese healing occultism. So I told her NOT to get involved
in that.

So then so goes and accepts and wears this necklace from her friend and got
the injury shortly thereafter!

After she gave me the necklace and confessed she was healed. Her Physical
Therapist was shocked!

Deliverance of Kasia’s Daughter from Nail-Biting

My daughter was healed of chronic nail-biting when I finally resorted to
casting a demon out. It was terrible. She had her fingers in her mouth
constantly. I thought it was anxiety-related. I bought her bad-tasting nail
polish. Nothing worked. I got tired of scolding her about

Then one day I had an idea. I said, while we are at it I will anoint your
nails with oil and rebuke that spirit of nail-biting (for lack of knowing
what to call it). So then I didn’t even think much of it as nothing happened
at the time.

Then about a month later my daughter comes to me and shows me her nails and
they looked nice and she said, “Mom, I stopped biting my nails. And I didn’t
even try to stop. I realized I haven’t been nail-biting since my nails



started growing.” I said. Wow, come to think of it, I haven’t had to yell at
you about it in a while now. She hasn’t bitten her nails since.

BUT, an incident happened sometime later when my daughter came into my room
at night saying she was scared. So then we talked about what could be wrong
and she said she was having strange sensations on her legs and it felt like
something crawling under her skin. I thought that was really weird. So then
she said. “It feels like the SAME sensation I used to feel under my nails
when I was doing the nail-biting.”

I said, “You were feeling a weird sensation under your nails?”

She said, “Yeah, I thought everybody felt that.”

I said, “No, I never felt things crawling under my nails.”

She said, “Well, it moved to my legs!!”

So then I realized that I only commanded the demon off her nails and
commanded it to stop her from nail-biting BUT I never cast it out of her.

So then I commanded it to come OUT of her totally. And nothing appeared to
happen at the moment. So she got up to go back to her room and suddenly ran
to the bathroom and threw up.

Well, ever since she threw up those strange sensations of things crawling
under her skin are gone.

I think she might have got these in the first place generational from my
mother who had been into the Occult and my Great grandmother who had been an
actual Medium.

When I was a new Christian I specifically denounced all generational
witchcraft and commanded all demons out of my life AND I did not dive into
Spiritual gifts for this reason. Due to the generational garbage, I didn’t
want any imposter Spiritual gifts so I stuck strictly to the Bible and wasn’t
even interested and did not even pursue them until at least 5 years later. I
would rather have good Bible foundations. I am still Bible first, spiritual
gifts tested and scrutinized second.

Divine Image Destroyed – By Christine
Beadsworth
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I find it useful to transcribe from videos information that I consider
important. Videos are often taken down, but the text from them will remain on
this website as long as I am still on earth.

This article is one of the best explanations of Satan’s biological attack on
humanity I have read to date. It’s very clear and concise, and the author
uses Scripture! I hope you appreciate it as much as I do.

The video is below the text. The Internet may someday not be available, but
if you print out the text you will always have a hardcopy to share with
others.

Many thanks to my dear Canadian friend Shirley who sent this to me!

Christine Beadsworth is an author and obviously a Bible believing born again
Christian. She lives in South Africa. That’s all I know about her.

Transcription of Divine Image Destroyed – By Christine Beadsworth

The human cell is created with a nucleus wall to protect the scroll of DNA
within its nucleus. Just like a wall is built around the palace to protect
the rule of a nation, these very important unique documents are books or DNA
scrolls are guarded from marauders. Nothing is allowed to breach that war,
and only trusted messengers are permitted to enter or leave that hallowed
place.

From within the nucleus, orders are issued by the DNA and carried by the
messenger RNA through the nucleus wall to the Golgi apparatus, which is a
factory making proteins to build and strengthen the body. No other substance
can pass through that nucleus wall except human mRNA. It is considered
trustworthy to carry and deliver the messages issued.

I once heard an applied virologist describe mRNA or messenger RNA like a
shopping trolley. You can load whatever you want in it and it will transport
it to the intended destination. Now this works well when the human body is
not interfered with. We are fearfully and wonderfully made. Messenger RNA
faithfully carries the instructions issued by the unique DNA dwelling in the
nucleus citadel.

Psalm 139 Verse 14 – 16 says,

I will praise you for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. Your



works are marvelous, and my soul knows it very well. My bones were
not hidden from you. When I was made in secret and skillfully
formed in the lowest parts of the earth. Your eyes saw my unformed
substance and in your book [or scroll] all the days [of my life]
were written [engraved] before ever they took shape, when as yet
they were none of them.

Now did you know that every single strand of human DNA is marked with the
name of God? How you ask? Because there are sulfide bonds holding together
the two strands that make up the DNA. And these bonds occur after the 10th
pair of nucleotides again after the fifth pair, and then six pairs later and
again five pairs later. The tenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet is YOD. The
fifth letter is HE, the sixth letter is VAU. YOD HE VAU HE spells Yahweh.

I will say it again. God’s name is on every human chromosome. You are made in
His image and sealed with the name of your Creator. Every cell in your body
is hallmarked. And it is this very divine hormone that the enemy desires to
obliterate. By injecting loaded messenger RNA into cells, one can sneak
fragments of foreign enemy DNA through the carefully guarded nuclear walls
and unload their contents into the scroll of DNA that God wrote for you.
That’s like pasting some pages of a counterfeit author’s book into the middle
of the instruction blueprint God wrote.

What is actually happening is that the name of God written into the sulfide
bond arrangement in the DNA scroll is being erased. The beautiful scroll
engraved by God to create a man in his image is being sabotaged. And from
that moment of splicing onward, instead of instructions being released from
the palace for life and health and security of the body, inserted DNA loads
up the messenger RNA trolly with instructions for the protein factory in the
cell outside the palace to start manufacturing enemy spike proteins. The
protein factory just does what is told, whatever orders arrived from
headquarters are immediately carried out. To put it simply, once the potion
is injected into the body. Every single citadel guarding the scroll sign the
name of the Creator within you is hijacked, and forced to issue instructions
to manufacture weapons of death, which will not only kill you at some point,
but also the people around you.

It is a cleverly engineered coup on a worldwide scale to throw off the
rulership of God over His creation. So who is behind this dastardly plot?
What does Psalm two say? In verse two:

The kings of the earth set themselves and the rulers take counsel
together against the Lord and against his anointed, saying, Let us
break their bands asunder and cast away their cords from us.

The word for band means bond, halter, or restraint. Is it not the carefully
placed sulfide bonds that depict Yahweh’s Name, which are disrupted and
broken asunder by the vaccine contents? The word cord in Hebrew also means
entwined, rope, or thick bows. Is the DNA not entwined like a rope? Perhaps



you can now see the plan of the kings of the earth, the elite who are banding
together and arraying themselves against the Lord. The plan is to hijack His
creation, destroy His image, remove His signature, and transform the human
body into a genetically modified part human, part computer, which can be
controlled externally. Sounds like science fiction, but tragically, it is the
truth. Satan hates all who are made in God’s image, every earthen vessel that
is intended to become a dwelling place of His Spirit, receiving daily
communication from the throne of heaven.

For centuries, he has been content to defile the bodies and souls of men by
luring them into sin of every kind. But always his greatest ambition has been
to sit in the place intended only for God in the human body. II Thessalonians
two verse four says his intention is to sit as God in the temple of God,
setting himself forth as if he is God. Many are waiting for the Third Temple
to be built so that the antichrist can go and sit in it. But the body of
Christ is the Third Temple, a temple not built with hands. And the diabolical
deception currently underway, is the first step in the rollout of the plan to
install the abomination that causes desolation right within the holy place of
the Third Temple. In the holy place, the place with a unique engraved Scroll
of your Creator is stored in a walled citadel, the enemy has already lifted
up his battle cry.

How apt is the cry of the psalmist in Psalm 74 verse 3 -10 says:

Direct your feet quickly to the perpetual ruins and desolations.
The foe has devastated and desecrated everything in the sanctuary.
In the midst of your holy place, your enemies have ruled with a
battle cry. They have set up their own emblems for signs of
victory. They seemed like men who lifted up axes upon a thicket of
trees to make themselves a record. And then all the carved wood of
the holy place they broke down with hatchets and hammers. They have
set your sanctuary on fire. They have profaned the dwelling place
of your name by casting it to the ground. Oh God, how long is your
adversary to scoff and reproach? Is the enemy to blaspheme and
revive your name forever? Why do you hold back your hand even your
right hand? Draw it out of your bosom and consume them to make an
end of them. They have profaned the dwelling place of your name.

There is no better description of what has happened worldwide in the human
body than these words. And in every nation, believers are being coerced into
taking the supposed health-inducing jab. Is this not causing the great
falling away described in II Thessalonians two verse three? The totality of
the scheme is to leave the Third Temple desolate, destroyed, overtaken, and
subjugated to an ancient enemy, who always coveted God’s throne and the
worship of God’s bride.

Apostasia, the Greek for falling away means defection from truth, and comes
from the Strong’s G647 which means to separate, the writing of divorcement.
How significant that a fragment of DNA writing is what separates or breaks
asunder the record of God’s name in the human DNA.



Now, obviously, the smuggling in of the death warrant to the guarded throne
room involves deception and subterfuge. No one would allow such an intrusion
if it was advertised by its true content. The coup is enacted under the guise
of a delivery of a basket of wishes for health and happiness. Revelation
chapter 18 speaks of the judgment that is incurred by those who carry out
this deception. As you read the selected verse, remember that the Greek word
translated sorceries is pharmakeia, the word from which we get pharmacy or
dispenser of medicine.

Revelation 18 Verse 23b:

For your merchants were the great ones of the earth, for by your
sorceries all nations were deceived.

So it is pharmaceutical deceptions which are employed to pull the wool over
the eyes of all the nations. II Thessalonians two verse 11 says:

A strong delusion is released so that people believe a lie.

The Greek for delusion comes from a root word meaning deceiver or imposter.
So the recurring theme is deception, which brings distraction.

No surprise that pharmakeia also means witchcraft, and comes from a root word
meaning drug, or poison. Poison is intended to induce the death of the
victim. The Word tells us that the life is in the blood. It is surely no
coincidence that the foreign spike proteins, which the human body is forced
to produce after it has been hijacked, trigger blood clots, which in turn
cause fatal heart attacks and strokes.

It is Satan who seeks to kill, steal and destroy. Jesus came that you may
have life and have it abundantly. Satan desires to remove God’s image and
replace it with his image. Revelation 14 Verse nine tells us that he plans to
remove God’s name and replace it with his name. Revelation 14 Verse 11. Ask
yourself, who else could be behind the erasing of God’s name in your DNA
scroll? Beloved, God says His people perish for lack of knowledge.

Many pastors and shepherds worldwide are urging their congregations to
receive the pharmakeia on offer. May the sheep wake up and see the edge of
the precipice before they plunge over it. I would urge you to guard and keep
your temple holy unto the Lord. Do not allow it to be breached. Cherish His
Name encoded into the scroll of life within you, and take refuge under the
shadow of His wings. Do not run to Egypt or Babylon for help, do all you can
to boost your divinely built immune system naturally, and do not allow
yourself to be deceived. Be a lover of truth, seek truth, go after it. II
Thessalonians two is clear that it is those who do not love truth, who will
fall prey to the strong delusion, wrapping its fingers around the globe. Do
not succumb to those who call evil good and scheme to overthrow and render
your holy place desolate. You will pay for it with your life. Rather entrust
yourself to Him Who is the truth, the life, and the way. Choose life that you



and your children may live.

And I want to end with II Corinthians six verse 16.

What agreement does the temple of God have with idols? For you are
the temple of the living God. As God has said, I will dwell in them
and walk among them, and I will be their God, and they shall be my
people. Therefore come out from among them and be separated says
the Lord, and do not touch the unclean thing, and I will receive
you, and I will be a father to you, and you shall be my sons and
daughters, says the Lord Almighty.

And the (Greek) word for unclean thing is akathartos, meaning foul, unclean,
and demonic.

May God Almighty give you the strength to stand uncompromising in the days
which were facing.

The video I got the text from

Dr. David Martin: We Are Allowing
Human Organisms To Become Bioweapon
Factories – Video and Text

Transcription of the interview

Stew Peters: So we’re now up to our fourth COVID shot here in the United
States. And Anthony Fauci is talking about possibly doing another round of
lockdowns too. Hell, I mean, that might happen because half of this country
are sheep, and will fall for anything, it seems.

Well, Dr. David Martin recently warned that the ultimate long-term purpose of
all of this will be exposing humanity to constant forcible gene editing, via
mRNA vaccines and who knows what else. Dr. Martin will be joining me I’m very
excited because he also will be speaking at the April let’s go Brandon rally,
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but he joins us now. And I’m excited about that, as well. Thank you for
coming. So that’s what this is replacing God’s likeness, essentially, as we
worship the mRNA masters.

Dr. David Martin: You know, it’s fascinating. And just the last couple of
weeks, I have gone on record for quite some time now, Stew, saying that this
entire exercise was about transcribing a computer-synthesized model into the
human genome. And in the last month, we’ve seen mainstream science come back
with a giant revelation that it turns out that this shot persists in the
human body for an indeterminate period of time. The most recent data shows
that at least surviving up to eight weeks in the lymph system, where it
continually produces the spike protein. We see evidence coming from municipal
waste systems that allegedly even though we’re all allegedly getting better,
and the pandemic is starting to normalize, apparently spike protein is
showing up in our waste streams at alarmingly high rates. Stew, the reason is
because as I’ve said all along, when you inject the body with instructions to
make A chimeric model of a synthetic spike protein, where you have never done
testing on that gene therapy, it turns out that you don’t know what you might
be manufacturing, and how long each individual who gets the injection might
be manufacturing these pathogens. And not surprisingly, we were told about
this years before this injection started. This is a pandemic of the bio
weaponization of the human organism. This is not public health. And Anthony
Fauci is the architect of this genocide.

Stew Peters: You have read so many different quotes and given so many
examples using the criminals’ own words as they have forecasted exactly what
was coming and this dates all the way back. I mean, everybody I talked to
that has relevant resources can trace this first, it was back to 2015. Then
it was 2005. And now even before that, is it possible,…

Dr. David Martin: Yeah, all the way to 1990.

Stew Peters: 1990? I mean, now. Is this, is it possible? Why? What are some
other reasons that this could be showing up in our water?

Dr. David Martin: Well, listen, the reason is really simple. We are now
obsessing about the fact that every way to Sunday, what is being done is the
human organism is now being modified, and it is being modified to perpetually
produce a toxic protein known and scheduled to harm humanity. And when I say
known and scheduled to harm humanity, why don’t we go ahead and make sure I
clarify the reference because apparently, people don’t understand what it is.
Under 7 CFR Part 331, under 9 CFR Part 121, and on 42 CFR Part 73, we have
what’s called the Federal Select Agent Toxin List. Stew, this is not my list.
This is not Dave’s allegation. This is the Code of Federal Regulations where
we put very specific toxins on a schedule and say these things are known to
harm humans. They are known to be damaging, and they are subject to the
biological and chemical weapons treaties and laws that we have enforced here
in the United States. And why don’t we read it directly from the schedule
because why would I need to make up for the criminals’ acts are even more
egregious? Any SARS CoV or SARS CoV2 chimeric virus resulting from any
deliberate manipulation of SARS CoV2 to incorporate nucleic acids coding for
SARS CoV virulence factors. Stew, they actually say that doing the thing



they’re doing is illegal.

Stew Peters: Hold on, read that again.

Dr. David Martin: Right. Sars CoV and SARS CoV2 chimeric viruses resulting
from any deliberate manipulation of SARS COv2 to incorporate nucleic acids
coding for SARS Cov2 virulence factors. That’s actually in three sections of
the Code of Federal Regulations subject to the biologic and toxin agent
program, defined under 18 US Code section 178, as a biological agent
subjected to 18 US Code section 175 prohibition of biological weapons.
Literally, the statute says what they’re doing is a felony punishable by 99
years in prison, and up to $100 million per count.

Stew Peters: If you didn’t think that that was going to happen. And if you
didn’t think that justice was going to prevail, and if you didn’t think that
we were going to win, then you wouldn’t be fighting as hard as you are,
you’re fighting because there really was a purpose and you see a way to win,
we’re going to win, aren’t we?

Dr. David Martin: That’s exactly right. And, and so it’s important when,
when, when, still, you know, I’m a broken record on stuff like this. The fact
of the matter is, the criminals’ own statements are so egregious, that we
don’t even have to make up a conspiracy because they did it and they
published it. So in violation of criminal conspiracy and racketeering laws,
they’re the ones that actually admitted to it and let’s go to the 20 F
filing. For those of you not familiar with a 20 F filing, when a foreign
company files with the United States Securities Exchange Commission, one of
their filings is called a 20 F filing, and Biotech, the mRNA injection
manufacturer for Pfizer makes the following statement in their 20 F filing.
So let’s just, let’s just set up at the gate. This is them speaking. This is
not David Martin. This is them speaking, I’m reading straight from their 20 F
filing.

To our knowledge. There is no current precedent for an mRNA-based
immunotherapy, such as the type we are developing, being approved for
sale by the FDA, the European Commission or any other regulatory agency
elsewhere in the world. Although we expect to submit BLAs (which is the
biologics license for mRNA-based product candidates in the United States
and in the European Union) mRNA therapies have been classified as Gene
Therapy Medicinal Products. Other jurisdictions may consider our mRNA-
based product candidates to be new drugs, but not biologics or gene
therapy, or medicinal products and require different marketing
applications. Securing regulatory approval requires submission of
extensive preclinical and clinical data and supporting information the
various regulatory authorities for each therapeutic indication to
establish the product’s candidate safety and efficacy.”

Listen, I read it straight out of their filing. When I say that this is not a
public health vaccine, but this is a computer generated synthetic chimeric
alternative to the virulence factor of SARS co V, which is exactly, exactly
what it is. This is actually not Dave’s theory. This is the reality that says
we are being subjected to a perpetual addiction to a known pathogen and toxic



agent. And the reason why Anthony Fauci is now advocating for the next round
of boosters to be followed by the next round of boosters, is until we
actually achieve the stated goal, which is a 15% population reduction, which
I don’t know if you do the math quick in your head, but that’s about 800
million people dead. Until we get there. We will be recommending this
injection to harm, maim, kill, murder, and sterilize humanity.

Stew Peters: To murder people. To murder people to prevent them from
procreating. To alter their image of God their God given DNA and to make them
worship a new master.

Dr. David Martin: Well, and the fact of the matter is, it’s their words, not
mine. They’re the ones that said it. And by the way, it’s important to
realize that that wonderful thing about SARS cov 2 chimeric viruses that I
read from the Code of Federal Regulations,
that little thing called the Federal select agent program, that little thing
called the Department of Health and Human Services and USDA agents and toxins
program, that thing that I read, mysteriously had SARS co2 fragments listed
as scheduled pathogens in April of 2020. Stew, do remember in February of
2020 we allegedly had a novel pathogen that we didn’t know anything about?
Remember, we just invented the thing. And we started filing patents for
injections for the thing before we actually knew anything about it. So those
wonderful days back in our prescience years where we could anticipate a
pathogens emergence before it actually happened, and then build operation
warp speed in September before the first accorded evidence of the disease in
December of that year, all of the wonderful things that we have unfolding
around us. Somehow or another in April of 2020, we had the ability to know
that there was going to be SARS Cov2 virulence factors added to a schedule of
toxins before we even had a Moderna or Pfizer shot, except we had already
transferred those things in November of 2019, under a material transfer
agreement to make sure that we had an injection for a pathogen before we had
an outbreak of said pathogen.

This is just clear evidence of the fact that this entire campaign of terror,
which is what we need to be calling it, this is domestic terrorism. And this
is international terrorism. This is bioterrorism writ large. And those acts
were willfully and Premeditatedly perpetrated on the population. And to date
the population has had not one, not Ron DeSantis, nobody in Florida, no
attorney general, no governor, not a single person who has been willing to
take on the crime. Not one.

Stew Peters: Disgraceful. It’s completely disgraceful. These are not side
effects. These are intended consequences. (Dr. Martin: That’s correct.) These
are not experimental injections, stop calling them that. This is not an
experiment. This is a well-thought-out meticulous plan to commit murder. on a
large scale. This is intentionally designed. This was chimerically engineered
by people who knew exactly what they were putting into these injections
delivered with this mRNA technology. They know exactly what they’re doing.
These are not experimental, the clinical trial data, they didn’t need that
they didn’t need it. Why? Because they knew what that was what was going to
happen. They knew what they were going to do. And the reason there’s no
threshold for death, the reason why it’s not alarming to anybody that only



one percent has reported to VARS and 25,000 people are dead, the reason why
nobody’s talking about it is because they know that and they have not
achieved their goal yet! That’s minuscule in comparison to where they want to
take us.

Dr. David Martin: That is exactly right. And what we already know is that if
we look at the pseudouridine addition to the mRNA that was put into this
injection, if we look at all of the data that we know is now part of the code
that went into the mRNA shot, we know that these things were done with the
intention of making them a permanent resident in the organic system. And by
the way, when you hear B A 2 variant, which is now the latest campaign of
terror, recognize something very clearly. This new variant is not an
alteration of a natural mutation of any viral model.

This is what’s happening. When we have human beings turning into perpetual
spike protein manufacturing facilities, we will have variant upon variant
upon variant and these are going to be coming from injected people who are
allegedly coming down with COVID. These are not diseases born of a natural
virus. These are premeditated acts of engineered pathogenicity, where we are
now allowing the human organism to become a bioweapons factory itself.

Stew Peters: Wow. Somebody is going to hear this or you wouldn’t be putting
this all together. Somebody is going to take this. A court is going to hear
this, these people will be indicted, tried, and hopefully fried.

Dr. David Martin: Well, and still, you know, we filed in Utah. We filed the
federal case in Utah on March the third. It is the first federal case where
we’re taking on the root of this definitional question around the difference
between a gene therapy and a vaccination. We filed in Utah because we wanted
to in addition to the claims that we laid out in that case, we wanted to see
the federal government trying to defend itself because it turns out in Utah,
their defense is going to be an affirmative admission of felonies in the
state of Utah.

Stew Peters: Criminal consequences.

Dr. David Martin: Criminal consequences for their response.

Stew Peters: Good. I can’t get over what you just said. I mean the reality of
that turning the human body into a bioweapons lab, a bioweapon manufacturing
facility.

Dr. David Martin: That’s correct.

Stew Peters: It’s just the most eye-popping most truthful, cutting language
that you can possibly use. If that doesn’t wake people up, Dr. Martin I don’t
know what will.

I’m looking forward to actually seeing you in person. That’s coming up on
April 1. Get your tickets by the way at let’s go Brandon rally.org Let’s go
Brandon rally.org That’s April 1 and second and third and Brandon Florida the
weather’s gonna be beautiful. All sorts of patriots out there truth-seeking.
Jesus loving God-fearing inspired people who are unafraid will be there. And



I can’t wait to put my arms around you and give you a big old hug. Dr.
Martin, thank you so much for being here.

Dr. David Martin: I’m looking forward to it. We have Anthony Fauci said we’re
never gonna shake hands anymore. I’m into hugs. Let’s make that happen.

Stew Peters: I’m in! See you then. Dr. David Martin, thank you. God bless.

Dr. David Martin: You got it, take care.

The Pharmaceutical Deception of the
Beast

And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and
the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more
at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth;
for by thy sorceries (Greek: φαρμακεία pharmakeia: the use of
medicine, drugs or spells) were all nations deceived. -Revelation
18:23

I found a post about the dangers of vaccinations on Facebook by a lady who
became my Facebook friend in 2017, and for some reason, I have not noticed
her posts all this time until yesterday, March 30, 2022! It’s so wonderful to
meet like-minded people on social media!

Yes, I’m still on Facebook in spite of the censorship. And I have been
censored countless times, and even restricted from time to time. I have Gab
and Mewe accounts too but nobody on them comments on my posts. Those
platforms are ghost towns for me. And if I ditch Facebook, I will lose touch
with people I want to stay in touch with.

There are people who discredit Facebook and all social media calling it a
privacy issue with a CIA connection, etc. but I just don’t care. If the
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Beast, the anti-Christ Shadow Government doesn’t already have more than
enough evidence to find me guilty of being a follower of Jesus Christ and a
proclaimer of God’s Word from the Bible even without me using social media, I
would think there’s something wrong with me. And what would be reliable
sources of information without social media? Foxnews? Newsmax? I don’t trust
any corporate-funded news source. I think it’s much safer to listen to
individuals who I think have no monetary reasons to lie to me.

The Facebook post:

The ��� deception DID NOT start with the Covid ���
It began with the first ��� and medical doctors and Moms of ���� injured and
DEAD children have been warning the world for decades.

The only thing ��� eradicated was good health.

�����

Quotes from Doctors Regarding Vaccination

“The greatest lie ever told is that vaccines are safe and effective.” – Dr.
Leonard G. Horowitz

“The public is woefully uninformed on vaccine risks due to government and
mainstream media censorship.” – Dr. Mark Geier, MD

“The chief, if not the sole cause of the monstrous increase in cancer has
been vaccination.” – Dr. Robert Bell, once Vice President, International
Society for Cancer Research at the British Cancer Hospital

“Vaccines are highly dangerous, have never been adequately studied or proven
to be effective, and have a poor risk/reward ratio.” –Dr. Allen Greenberg, MD

“In my medical career I’ve treated vaccinated and unvaccinated children and
the unvaccinated children are far healthier than the vaccinated ones.” – Dr.
Philip Incao, MD

“I found the whole vaccine business was indeed a gigantic hoax. Most doctors
are convinced that they are useful, but if you look at the proper statistics
and study the instances of these diseases you will realize that this is not
so.” – Dr. Archivides Kalokerinos, MD

“It is dangerously misleading to say that vaccines make us “immume” or
protect against disease, when in fact that is the exact opposite of the
truth. Vaccines only drive disease deeper and cause us to harbor it
chronically.” – Dr. Richard Moscowitz, MD

“The vaccinations are not working and they are dangerous. We should be
working with nature.” – Dr. Lendon Smith, MD

“There is no scientific evidence that vaccinations are of any benefit, but it
is clear that they cause a great deal of harm.” – Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD



“All vaccines are and have been causing ischemic (impaired blood flow) damage
– to all – creating a plethora of chronic illnesses, disease, and in some
instances, death. The injury from vaccination is additive; each vaccination
further injures.” – Dr. Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

“When you impair the brain blood flow by vaccination you can impair the
respiration control center which can result in death. We call it SIDS.” – Dr.
Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

“Vaccination is the most dangerous medical practice in the history of
classical medicine.” – Dr. Sladjana Velkov (Macedonia)

[With vaccination] “what in reality is prevented is not the disease but the
ability of our cellular immune system to manifest, to respond to and to
overcome the disease! There is no system of the human being, from mind to
muscles to immune system, which gets stronger through avoiding challenges,
but only through overcoming challenges.” – Dr. Philip Incao, MD

“I have lectured all over the world… I have always had a special interest in
newspapers. All of them have one thing in common, there is always some
reference made to some epidemic in some part of the world. For instance, two
years ago, one paper referred to a polio epidemic in Holland. For the past
three years, our newspapers have commented on the diphtheria epidemic in
Russia. By these means, the population is constantly threatened with
epidemics, they have been made to fear them, and the reports always conclude:
“Go and get vaccinated.” – Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD

“To create fear among parents to strengthen their motivation to vaccinate is
an important part of the publicity used to promote vaccinations. A whole
branch of research is examining the question: What level of fear needs to be
created to appear as convincing as possible?” – Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD

“In 1866, an English physician described a very strange illness. Children
looked like Mongols. His name was Down. That’s why we call it Down’s Syndrome
today… I should add that this syndrome is a result of the vaccinations
carried throughout England by Jenner in 1796… It (Down’s Syndrome) is
probably the first congenital disease caused by vaccinations. In Germany, the
first child with evidence of Down’s Syndrome was reported in 1922. Today, one
in every 700 newborns has it.” – Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD

“There is insufficient evidence to support routine vaccination of healthy
persons of any age.” – Dr. Paul Frame, MD, Journal of Family Practice

“Only after realizing that routine immunizations were dangerous did I achieve
a substantial drop in infant death rates.” – Dr. Archivides Kalokerinos, MD

“I’ll talk about vaccines. Number one, vaccines make people sick. They don’t
work. They don’t protect. The use of vaccines is totally wrong! It’s perfect
nonsense based on fear. They are dangerous. One child out of five has
overwhelming disabilities from vaccines – neurological problems, seizures.
I’ve got a whole list. There are plenty of books on this subject. Doctors
don’t even read about this.” -Dr. Guylaine Lanctot, MD



“During those 30 years I have run against so many histories of little
children who had never seen a sick day until they were vaccinated and who, in
the several years that have followed, have never seen a well day since. I
couldn’t put my finger on the disease they have. They just weren’t strong.
Their resistance was gone. They were perfectly well before they were
vaccinated. They have never been well since.” – Dr. William Howard Hay, MD

“Nobody needs to be confused but everybody better be darn well frightened
about taking any vaccine, under any circumstance, for any reason, at any time
in their life.” – Dr. Daniel H. Duffy Sr., DC (retired air force officer – 21
yrs., family doctor – 28 yrs., vaccination researcher – 49 yrs.)

“I vaccinated both my children with the MMR jab, but this was before I
started my research into the problems associated with it. Knowing what I know
now, I would not vaccinate my children and run the risk of them getting
diabetes, asthma, eczema, becoming more susceptible to meningitis and ending
up chronically disabled.” – Dr. Jayne Donegan, GP, Homeopath

“Had my mother and father known that the poliovirus vaccines of the 1950s
were heavily contaminated with more than 26 monkey viruses, including the
cancer virus SV40, I can say with certainty that they would not have allowed
their children and themselves to take those vaccines. Both of my parents
might not have developed cancers suspected of being vaccine-related, and
might even be alive today.” – Dr. Howard B. Urnovitz, PhD, CEO, CSO and co-
founder of Chronix Biomedical

“Childhood vaccines are giving us a world of chronic illness: autism,
developmental disorders, Asperger’s Syndrome, brain tumors, leukemia,
cancers, information processing disorders, impulsive violence, allergies,
asthma, diabetes, Crohn’s disease, intestinal disorders, are just some of the
vaccine associated disorders.” – Dr. Tedd Koren, DC

“I am no longer trying to dig up evidence to prove vaccines cause autism.
There is already abundant evidence. This debate is not scientific but is
political.” Dr. David Ayoub, MD

“There are at least seven laboratory studies, clinical studies, of blood,
cerebral, spinal fluid, biopsies of autistic children which show huge
differences between autistic children and normal children in terms of the
presence of things like measles vaccine virus in their intestinal tract, for
example, or their neurons. So, there’s one line of evidence. Another, of
course, is that we have data from thousands of parents who testify, often
with videotapes and photographs and eyewitness reports, that their kid was
perfectly normal. And they can demonstrate it, as I say, very conclusively
with tapes, until after the vaccine. The kid retreated into autism. There’s
just converging evidence from many, many directions.” – Dr. Bernard Rimland,
PhD, Founder and Former Director of the Autism Research Institute

“When the link between the use of unsafe, mercury-laden vaccine and autism,
ADHD, asthma, allergies and diabetes becomes undeniable, mainstream medicine
will be sporting a huge, self-inflicted and well-deserved black eye. Then
will come the billion-dollar awards, by enraged juries, to the children and



their families.” – Dr. Bernard Rimland, PhD, founder and former director of
the Autism Research Institute

“It is well known that measles is an important development milestone in the
life and maturing processes in children. Why would anybody want to stop or
delay the maturation processes of children and of their immune systems?” –
Dr. Viera Scheibner

“The greatest threat to our health today is the medical community, and one of
their most dangerous tools is vaccination – particularly the horrific
procedure of injecting foreign protein into newborn infants!” – Dr. Daniel H.
Duffy, DC

The greatest threat of childhood diseases lies in the dangerous and
ineffectual efforts made to prevent them through mass immunization… There is
no convincing scientific evidence that mass inoculations can be credited with
eliminating any childhood disease.” – Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, MD

“We are taught by the authorities that vaccines protect us against eventual
aggressive viruses and microbes, and, therefore, prevent contagious illnesses
and epidemics. This lie has been perpetuated for 150 years despite the
ineffectiveness of vaccines in protecting against illnesses.” – Dr. Guylaine
Lanctot, MD

“My suspicion, which is shared by others in my profession, is that the nearly
10,000 SIDS deaths that occur in the United States each year are related to
one or more of the vaccines that are routinely given children. The pertussis
vaccine is the most likely villain, but it could also be one or more of the
others.” – Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, MD

“Many here voice a silent view that the Salk and Sabin Polio Vaccines, being
made from monkey kidney tissue, have been directly responsible for the major
increase in leukaemia in this country.” – Dr. Fred Klenner, MD

“As a clinician, my current belief which guides my practice with these
children is that any child given the Hep B vaccination at birth and
subsequent boosters along with DPT has received unacceptable levels of
neurotoxin in the form of the ethylmercury in the thimerosal preservative
used in the vaccine. In any child with a genetic immune susceptibility
(probably about one in six) this sets off a series of events that injure the
brain-gut-immune system. By the time they are ready to receive the MMR
vaccination, their immune system is so impaired in a great number of these
children that the triple vaccine cannot be handled by the now dysfunctional
immune system and they begin their obvious descent into the autistic spectrum
disorder.” – Dr. Jaquelyn McCandless, MD

“In 1976 I was working in the Gulf Country around Cape York, in an aboriginal
community of about 300 people. The Health Department sent around a team and
vaccinated about 100 of them against flu. Six were dead within 24 hours or so
and they weren’t all old people, one man being in his early twenties. They
threw the bodies in trucks to take to the coast where autopsies were done. It
appeared they had died from heart attacks.” – Dr. Archie Kalokerinos, MD



“As a retired physician, I can honestly say that unless you are in a serious
accident, your best chance of living to a ripe old age is to avoid doctors
and hospitals and learn nutrition, herbal medicine and other forms of natural
medicine unless you are fortunate enough to have a naturopathic physician
available. Almost all drugs are toxic and are designed only to treat symptoms
and not to cure anyone. Vaccines are highly dangerous, have never been
adequately studied or proven to be effective, and have a poor risk/reward
ratio. Most surgery is unnecessary and most textbooks of medicine are
inaccurate and deceptive. Almost every disease is said to be idiopathic
(without known cause) or genetic – although this is untrue. In short, our
main stream medical system is hopelessly inept and/or corrupt. The treatment
of cancer and degenerative diseases is a national scandal. The sooner you
learn this, the better off you will be.” – Dr. Alan Greenberg, MD

“According to the records of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, from
1911 to 1935 the four leading causes of childhood deaths from infectious
diseases in the U.S.A. were diptheria, pertussis, scarlet fever, and measles.
However, by 1945 the combined death rates from these causes had declined by
95% before the implementation of mass vaccine programs.” – Dr. Harold
Buttram, MD

“I would consider the risks associated with measles vaccination unacceptable
even if there were convincing evidence that the vaccine works. There isn’t.
…. In 1900 there were 13.3 measles deaths per 100,000 population. By 1955,
before the first measles shot, the death rate had declined 97.7 percent to
only 0.03 deaths per 100,000.” – Dr. Mendelsohn, MD

“Up to 90% of the total decline in the death rate of children between 1860
and 1965, because of whooping cough, scarlet fever, diptheria, and measles,
occurred before the introduction of immunizations and antibiotics.” – Dr
Archie Kalokerinos, MD

“For thirty years kids died from smallpox vaccinations even though no longer
threatened by the disease.” – Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, MD

“I am and have been for years a confirmed anti-vaccinationist. Anti-
vaccination has no backing from the orthodox medical opinion. A medical man
who expresses himself against vaccination loses caste. Tremendous pecuniary
interests too have grown around vaccination.” – Mahatma Gandhi

“I have no faith in vaccination; I look upon it with the greatest possible
disgust, and firmly believe that it is often the medium of conveying many
filthy and loathsome diseases from one child to another, and no protection
whatever against smallpox. Indeed, I consider we are now living in the
Jennerian epoch for the slaughter of innocents, and the unthinking portion of
the adult population.” –Dr. W.J. Collins, MD, BS, BSc, MRCS

“What people don’t know about vaccines –what most doctors don’t know– but
well demonstrated in medical literature, is that vaccines shift your immune
system to an immune suppression type of state called the “TH2 shift.” That’s
what most vaccines do. They shift your immune system to a weaker, antibody
type immune system… If you’re injecting people with so many vaccines that



your keeping them in this constant state –that now your switching everyone to
this TH2 immune suppression– then everyone becomes more susceptible [to
infectious diseases]… and no one is talking about that. Now, a lot of
scientists know that, but they are afraid to speak out because their careers
would be ruined.” – Dr. Russell Blaylock, MD

“Using kids as guinea pigs in potentially harmful vaccine experiments is
every parents’ worst nightmare. This actually happened in 1989-1991 when
Kaiser Permanente of Southern California and the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) jointly conducted a measles vaccine experiment. Without proper parental
disclosure, the Yugoslavian-made “high titre” Edmonston-Zagreb measles
vaccine was tested on 1,500 poor, primarily black and Latino, inner city
children in Los Angeles. Highly recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO), the high-potency experimental vaccine was previously injected into
infants in Mexico, Haiti, and Africa. It was discontinued in these countries
when it was discovered that the children were dying in large numbers.” – Dr.
Alan Cantwell MD

“There is no evidence that any influenza vaccine thus far developed is
effective in preventing or mitigating any attack of influenza. The producers
of these vaccines know that they are worthless, but they go on selling them
anyway.” – Dr. J. Anthony Morris, Former Chief Vaccine Control Officer, US
FDA

“My own personal view is that vaccines are unsafe and worthless. I will not
allow myself to be vaccinated again. Vaccines may be profitable but in my
view, they are neither safe nor effective.” – Dr. Vernon Coleman, MB, ChB,
DSc (Hon)

“I once believed in Jenner; I once believed in Pasteur. I believed in
vaccination. I believed in vivisection. But I changed my views as the result
of hard thinking.” – Dr. Walter Hadwen, MD, LSA, MRCS, LRCP, MB

“Cancer was practically unknown until compulsory vaccination with cowpox
vaccine began to be introduced. I have had to deal with at least two hundred
cases of cancer, and I never saw a case of cancer in an unvaccinated person.”
– Dr. W. B. Clarke

“No long-term safety testing for the influenza vaccine has ever been done.
They are experimenting on our lives and our children. Influenza vaccine is an
experimental vaccine. ” – Dr. Mark Geier, MD, PhD

“There is a great deal of evidence to prove that immunization of children
does more harm than good.” – Dr. J. Anthony Morris, Former Chief Vaccine
Control Officer, US FDA

“The only safe vaccine is one that is never used.” – Dr. James A. Shannon,
MD, Former Director, National Institutes of Health (1955-1968)

“Belief in immunization is a form of delusional insanity.” – Dr Herbert
Shelton, MD

“I don’t think measles poses any risk to a healthy child.” – Dr Jay Gordon,



MD

“I sincerely believe that vaccines cause more harm to the health of the
individual than the “protection” and “benefit” they are proclaimed to
provide. Staying healthy without vaccines is not only possible, but being
vaccine-free is the only way to maintain a lifetime of real health.” – Dr.
Sherri Tenpenny, DO

“Nothing but the natural ignorance of the public, countenanced by the
inoculated erroneousness of the ordinary general medical practitioners, makes
such a barbarism as vaccination possible. Recent developments have shown that
an inoculation made in the usual general practitioner’s light-hearted way,
without previous highly skilled examination of the state of the patient’s
blood, is just as likely to be a simple manslaughter as a cure or preventive.
But vaccination is nothing short of attempted murder. A skilled
bacteriologist would just as soon think of cutting his child’s arm and
rubbing the contents of the dustpan into the wound, as vaccinating.” – George
Bernard Shaw

“The more it (vaccination) is supported by public authorities, the more will
its dangers and disadvantages be concealed or denied.” –M. Beddow Bayly

“One vaccine decreases cell-mediated immunity by 50%, two vaccines by 70%…
all triple vaccines (MMR, DTaP) markedly impair cell-mediated immunity, which
predisposes to recurrent viral infections, especially otitis media, as well
as yeast and fungi infections.” – Dr. Herman Hugh Fudenberg, M.D., Ph.D.
(Immunology)

“Autism may be a disorder linked to the disruption of the G-alpha protein,
affecting retinoid receptors in the brain. A study of sixty autistic children
suggests that autism may be caused by inserting a G-alpha protein defect, the
pertussis toxin found in the D.P.T. vaccine, into genetically at-risk
children.” – Mary N. Megson, M.D.

“Probably 20% of American children -one youngster in five- suffers from
‘development disability’. This is stupefying figure we have inflicted on
ourselves…’development disabilities’ are nearly always generated by
encephalitis. And the primary cause of encephalitis in the USA and other
industrialized countries is the childhood vaccination program. To be
specific, a large proportion of millions of US children and adults suffering
from autism, mental retardation, hyperactivity, dyslexia… owe their disorders
to one or another of the vaccines against childhood diseases.” – Harris
Coulter PhD, Author, “Vaccination, Social Violence & Criminality: The Medical
Assault on the American Brain”

“Childhood diseases are a far less serious threat than having a large
fraction of a generation afflicted with learning disability and/or
uncontrollable aggressive behavior because of a crusade for universal
vaccination…” – Association of American Physicians & Surgeons

“We look at these unvaccinated kids as bright and chipper, and they have good
personalities, and they’re easy-going and easy to get along with, and we look



at them like they’re just something magical. … When really that’s what normal
is supposed to look like.” – Sherri Tenpenny, DO

“Recent evidence indicates that routine childhood vaccinations contribute to
the emergence of chronic allergic problems such as eczema, ear infections,
and asthma. A growing number of scientists and physicians maintain that most
standard vaccinations permanently disturb the developing immune system,
setting the stage for hypersensitive reactions to foods and other common
substances. In fact, childhood illnesses such as measles, mumps, and whooping
cough may actually reduce the risk of allergy.” –Konrad Kail, N.D.

“The incidence of asthma has been found to be five times more common in
vaccinated children.” – The Lancet, 1994.

“Provocation polio. That is the truth about those outbreaks of polio. And I
offer a well-considered personal opinion that polio is a man-made disease.” –
Viera Scheibner, Ph.D.

“Public health regulators’ main interest is preserving the notion that
vaccines help more than they harm. Anything else is blasphemous. For the rest
of us, though, a recent review in immunology literature should give pause. It
states: ‘To date, more than 80 systemic and organ-specific autoimmune
diseases have been defined, and their cumulative burden is substantial, both
medically and financially. Furthermore, the burden of autoimmune and
autoinflammatory diseases is rising, making these diseases a ubiquitous
global phenomenon that is predicted to further increase in the coming
decades.’ An autoimmune storm is rising. The role of vaccines in it is
emerging and will one day be crystal clear. The question is, how far off is
that day, and who is going to pay while we wait for it?” – Celeste McGovern

Dr. Gary Kohls, MD has warned that advocates for [mandatory vaccination] were
doing so “without acknowledging –or perhaps even being aware of– the large
amount of recent neuroscience-based evidence from scientists worldwide that
should be modifying the outdated CDC mandates.” “Big Pharma and the CDC have
very profitably generated and then propagated the myth that their overpriced
and very poorly researched vaccines are both effective and safe,” added Dr.
Kohl, a retired physician who had a 40-year family practice career and now
tries to sound the alarm on vaccine dangers. “The safety and efficacy of all
vaccines has been disproven (including the 270 new ones that the industry is
currently developing and planning to market), but the word has not broken
through to the large clinics like the Mayo Clinic.” Source: The New American

“To all the pediatricians still trolling my page, now that I’ve got your
attention, listen closely. Heed my words.

You should be FIGHTING LIKE HELL for the safety of our children from even the
most remote possibility that vaccines aren’t as safe as they could be or
aren’t as safe as we are being told. Instead of fighting for truth and
safety, you’re fighting like rats for your piece of cheese.

I have ZERO RESPECT for vaccine profiteers that are so financially biased,
confirmation biased, indoctrinated, and willfully ignorant of the evidence



that clearly shows vaccines cause injury, disease and REGRESSIVE AUTISM, that
they aggressively lobby lawmakers to make vaccines mandatory, and deny
parents the essential knowledge about the risks of toxic ingredients injected
into their babies.

Bought by big pharma, the caretakers of children’s health have become the
perpetrators of harm rather than the protectors. They profit as our precious,
perfect children are harmed and killed by vaccines filled with cheap
preservatives, neurotoxic adjuvants, and human cellular material derived from
aborted fetal cell lines. They are complicit accomplices in the murder-by-
vaccine crimes that have made American infants THE MOST VACCINATED and THE
MOST LIKELY TO DIE in the first year of life.

America’s infant mortality rate, the highest rate in ALL developed nations,
is a national tragedy. The epidemic of autism, autoimmune diseases, asthma,
allergies, ADHD, and pediatric cancers is far worse. The evidence is
everywhere.

Unbelievably, the epidemic of autism is rising exponentially. Today, ONE in
48 children in America suffer autism. At the present rate of increase, by
2032 ONE in TWO children AND 80% OF BOYS could be autistic. We can’t afford
to sacrifice our children and the future of our nation to the ignorance and
greed of pediatricians and their big pharmaceutical vaccine manufacturer
masters demanding parents submit our children to an intolerably dangerous,
untested, and unnecessary vaccine schedule of 72+ injections…and rising.
There are over 200 vaccines in the pipeline.

Every pediatrician, family practitioner, or vaccine profiteer that isn’t
rising up against the corruption of the science of vaccines perpetrated by
the CDC is betraying their oath to “first, do no harm.” They are on the wrong
side of history. Too many have given up objectivity and reason and have
simply become sales representatives for the vaccine manufacturers that have
so easily bought and conditioned them to believe their lies. The blood of
every vaccine injured or killed child is on the hands of every pediatrician
that parroted lies like “vaccines do not cause autism” and “the science is
settled.” The science isn’t settled, it’s corrupt.

The vaccine industry will soon face the backlash as doctors, scientists, and
parents across America become aware of your crimes, rise up to oppose your
lies, and hold you accountable for the vaccine injury holocaust you’ve
caused. The fraudulent deceit is coming to and end. We won’t allow it to
continue.

For me, uncovering the many layers of fraud and corruption that have allowed
vaccines to harm so many children, is analogous to walking into an exam room
in which a child is being abused by a doctor. I’m not about to look the other
way and allow the abuse to continue. I would call the police, however, in my
analogy the police are the CDC, and they are participating and enabling the
abuse. Regardless, I won’t ignore the abuse and allow it to continue. I’m
going to stop the abusers from harming the child, and I won’t be gentle about
it.



That’s how I see the travesty of the corruption of vaccines that is harming
the children of America today. It’s obvious and I’m angry about my how so
many of medical colleagues refuse to open the door, expose the abuse, and
stop it.

In closing, I beseech my colleagues to open your eyes, minds, and the
evidence that for too long you’ve negligently denied. Confront the reality
that you’ve been duped, controlled, and indoctrinated. Free yourselves from
the indoctrination. Stand with me. Demand scientific transparency, integrity,
and reform of the vaccine industry. Join me in this fight to protect children
and get yourselves on the right side of history.” Dr. James Meehan, MD

The pharmaceutical funded ��� DECEPTION began LONG AGO, friends.

Dr. E. J. Post, a prominent physician of Berlmont, Michigan, said:

“I HAVE REMOVED CANCERS FROM VACCINATED ARMS EXACTLY WHERE THE POISON WAS
INJECTED.”

In the New York Press, January 26, 1909, W. B. Clark stated:

“Cancer was practically unknown until cowpox vaccination began to be
introduced. I have had to do with 200 cases of cancer and I NEVER SAW A CASE
OF CANCER IN AN UNVACCINATED PERSON.”

Dr. Herbert Snow, Surgeon of the London Cancer Hospital, had this to say:

“I am convinced that some 80 per cent of these cancer deaths are caused by
the inoculations or vaccinations they have undergone. These are well-known to
cause grave and permanent disease of the heart also.”

Dr. Dennis Turnbull, who had studied cancer for 30 years declared:

“I have no hesitation in stating that in my judgement the most frequent
disposing condition for cancerous development is infused into the blood by
vaccination and re-vaccination.”

Dr. Forbes Laurie, late Medical Director of the Metropolitan Cancer Hospital,
(London) said:

“I am thoroughly convinced that the increase of cancer is due to
vaccination.”

(End of Facebook post)

I had difficulty transferring the text I saved last night on my phone to my
laptop PC which I use to maintain this website. Gmail wouldn’t send it, and
Facebook Messenger blocked it, and even Gab social media would not let me
post it through the Android share feature on my phone!!





I finally was able to connect through Bluetooth to transfer the text so I
could post it here.

Gmail eventually sent the text, but it took an unusually long time, over 30
minutes. Usually it’s nearly instantaneous.

Dr. Robert Malone Talks about
Information Warfare Against Truth
Tellers

Robert Wallace Malone is an American virologist and immunologist. He is the
inventor of mRNA technology. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Malone has shown
COVID-19 vaccines to be ineffective and dangerous.

This is a talk by Dr. Malone transcribed by me from a YouTube video below the
text. It will probably get zapped from YouTube sooner or later, but this text
will remain.

It’s been a series of epiphanies that have made me realize that there’s no
upside to just being circumspect and trying to be a nice guy in this
environment. This is full-on media warfare, information warfare, political
warfare, 21st century, like we’ve never seen before, and coordinated
globally.

The other thing for me has been the personal journey of coming to terms with
what the World Economic Forum really represents. And I really resisted that
people initially, were coming to me talking about the Great Reset, and I was
like, “Ah, this crazy talk.” But then it’s all documented! And then you see
it being deployed. Here it is. They’re proud of it. They don’t hide it. This
is the vision. It is a full on globalist totalitarian vision, with the money
in control.

And I did a lot of political science when I was an undergraduate in the early
80s. And I had read things like books about transnationalism and the New
World Order. I’ve found that fascinating, but confused, how could this
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possibly happen? And now to see it playing out in real-time, and in a way in
which national sovereignty governments are increasingly irrelevant. You know,
that’s the thing that folks got to wake up about.

This is not about the vaccine. The vaccine is a symptom. That’s a really
hopeful message going into the new year, is that there’s a growing cohort of
people that are increasingly aware of how thoroughly we’ve been manipulated.

I thought I was red-pilled. You know, I’ve been on the inside for so long and
seen Tony Fauci’s machinations for so long. That’s my origin story, was the
initial AIDS crisis starting in 83. When I was at Davis (a university in
Davis California). So I saw the hardball politics. It’s not that I haven’t
been aware of that. But I had not been aware before of the information
control that is globally coordinated. I mean the Trusted News Initiative is
profound. What that means that has become the Ministry of Truth (Reference to
George Orwell’s classic novel (Nineteen Eighty-Four). And what Twitter’s
doing right now, that I think, with Alex Berenson’s bold and brave lawsuit,
taking on Twitter, and then I’ve had a bunch of lawyers come to me because of
getting de-platformed or canceled I think is really the right term.

Certainly, people can’t deny it anymore. There’s so much evidence. And the
CNN ratings keep slipping, yay! Maybe we’re gonna see some change in 2022.
There is a kind of a growing movement and awareness that part of the problem
here is the structure of how we have been building our organizations in doing
business in a deep, profound way. And just dissatisfaction with what one sees
at the World Health Organization and the CDC, and the whole HHS structure in
the United States where you have carefully controlled information, only one
leader is allowed to speak, only one leader is allowed to represent the
position, I think that is gonna turn out to be one of the changes here is a
growing awareness that that model is dysfunctional, broken, and it needs to
be fixed.

For me, it has been an awakening journey, there’s no question. I didn’t seek
this and never expected it. I find myself at the center of this storm of the
resistance. That’s what it is really. And I’m still amazed. But it has
profoundly changed my view of the information that we receive.

You talk about me becoming more outspoken. I’ve seen that with my peers too.
So for instance, (Dr.) Peter McCullough, he’s kind of chilled out a little
bit. But when you’re attacked all the time. And you have all of this
weaponized information against you and no respect… I mean, I’m Mr. Malone,
you know, who claims to have invented… I mean, all this language, classic
yellow journalism language to have it all deployed against me in absolutely
no respect for what I actually did. They never cite all the patents. I mean,
they just gloss over all that.

This is asymmetric warfare. We’re basically in a guerrilla warfare situation
and we got to play it smart. Because what I’m seeing is the other side is
generally not very smart. They have a big hammer. They’ve got all kinds of
resources, but they don’t seem to be very bright.

I don’t know what’s going to happen in 2022. But there are some encouraging
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signs. You know, I try really hard to look for the silver lining and things
and if this whole trauma that we’ve been through nationally and globally,
leads to an awareness of how interconnected we are, and the need for healing
and the need for community and the importance of integrity, and the
importance of human dignity. That’s kind of the perhaps naive pollyannish
hopeful position in response to the Great Reset, is people use the term the
Great Awakening.

“Medical Experts Are Being
Systematically Silenced” – Dr. Robert
Malone

What we’re experiencing is a coordinated media warfare, the level of which we
have never seen before. And I in my peers have never seen this level of
coordinated propaganda.
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